M-Tec® DERMO Cups

BEAMING YOUTH INSIDE THE BRA.
The dream of infinite youth is the fuel that powers the modern cosmetics industry. Looking young and healthy has become the new signal of success, aside from topping designer clothes and expensive convertibles. The latest breakthroughs in microbiology result in a wide range of new cosmetic products, which indeed can slow the process of skin aging. Based on this knowledge, MUEHLMEIER brings skin care and anti-aging close to the heart and the breast. Their revolutionary M-Tec® DERMO Cups provide permanent skin care for shining beauty - integrated in the cup. No lotion, no oil to put on. The DERMO Cup is the most convenient and time saving way for modern women to care for their skin. DERMO Cups use proven hightech materials with microencapsuled cosmetics enclosed.

M-Tec® DERMO Cups are available in four different versions, matching the individual needs of women:

**M-Tec® DERMO Cup ANTI-AGING**

**HH60125-mNL**

**GOLD STANDS FOR STABILITY, ALSO FOR THE SKIN**
Nylgold, woven inside the Bra-Cup is an ultrasoft, anti-aging polyamide microfibre, that bonds two deluxe ingredients: gold and hyaluronic acid. In contrast to ordinary cosmetics, Nylgold acts directly on the skin cells, stimulating their own hyaluronic acid production achieving moisturizing, firming and antioxidant properties.

**PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS**

HYALURON INSIDE
NO WASH-OUT-EFFECT
SOFT TOUCH AND FEEL

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

MOISTURIZING EFFECT
FIRMING EFFECT
ANTIOXIDANT EFFECT

**M-Tec® DERMO Cup FIRMING**

**HH60125-mFL**

**KEEPING THE NATURAL BREAST CONTOUR**
This M-Tec® DERMO Cup fights the loss of skin firmness, a typical sign of aging. It helps preserving the natural breast shape. While wearing, the built-in Novarel Firming microfibres constantly release retinol, ceramids and fatty acids to the skin in a controlled way. Thanks to innovative microcapsule technology the firming effect is lasting for up to 100 washes.

**PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS**

RETINOLA AND FATTY ACIDS INSIDE
SOFT TOUCH AND FEEL
PERMANENT SKIN CARE

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

INCREASED SKIN TENSION
MORE MOISTURIZED SKIN
M-Tec® Dermo Cup
MOISTURIZING
HH60125-mAl

M-Tec® Dermo Cup
REMODELLING OIL
HH50202-tRL

PROVEN BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ON THE SKIN
Find all the highly valued natural benefits of Aloe Vera inside this Bra-Cup. Thanks to a patented microencapsulating process, Aloe Vera is permanently built into the yarn. Unlike other technologies, which add Aloe Vera only through surface treatments, this M-TEC® Dermo Cup has a permanent effect that persists more than 100 washes.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
ALOE VERA INSIDE
NATURAL EXTRACT
GOOD SKIN PROTECTION
SOFT TOUCH AND FEEL

PRODUCT BENEFITS
MOISTURIZING
CALMING
ANTI-OXIDANT

REGAINING YOUTH
The Oil of Robert Blondel Cosmétiques is a breakthrough in keeping and regaining beautiful breasts. With Rejuvenating Oil enclosed in the fibers of the fabric, the dermo-cosmetic and volume effects can unfold - while wearing the bra - directly to the breast. The holistic anti-aging effect is based on a unique formula of a lipid complex, apricot kernel oil, vitamin E, vectorised hyaluronic acid and brown seaweed extract.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
LIPID-REPLENISHING ACTION
SOFT TOUCH AND FEEL

PRODUCT BENEFITS
SMOOTHER AND FIRMER SKIN
MORE TONED SKIN
VOLUME EFFECTS
ONE SHAPE FITS ALL.

The “One Shape fits All” allows the same bra shape from cup sizes A to C.

M-Tec® PUSH TO FIT ONE VOLUME
HP59030-h7U

ONE GREAT OUTSIDE VOLUME - PERFECTLY FITTING FROM A TO C

Here comes the all new Bra-Cup with a perfect fit and an optimized decollete from cup sizes A to C. The “One Shape fits All” concept is based on the same outer shell for all sizes. Three different Push-Up paddings guarantee a maximum wearing comfort and perfect appearance from A to C.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

ENHANCEMENT PER SIZE
PERFECTLY SMOOTH ADAPTATION OF BUST AND PADDING
NATURAL CURVY BUSTLINE FOR ALL BREAST SHAPES

PRODUCT BENEFITS

MAXIMUM WEARING COMFORT
FEELING “ONE WITH THE BRA”
NO FEELING OF PUSHED IMPRESSION

WHILE KEEPING THE OUTER PRESENTED VOLUME, THE INNER PUSHUP VOLUME IS ADAPTED TO THE BREAST SIZE.
M-Tec® PUSH TO FIT  HARMONIOUS
HP60322-wPL

HARMONIOUS BRACUP SUPPORT - THE RIGHT PUSH FOR THE RIGHT SIZE

Within this Bra-Cup series the thickness of the Push-Up padding is following the different sizes of the garment. A small size bra is made with a thick Push-Up padding while the biggest Bra-Cup size comes with a very reduced padding. This results in a perfect positioning of the padding within the cup. With growing sizes the padding moves from the lateral side support more to the middle center. Combined with the soft foam and an ultrafine inside cover, this Bra-Cup gives women highest confidence regarding comfort, fitting and the female optic.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
SOFT-FOAM-CUP
MATCHED PADDING FOR EACH SIZE
ULTRAFINE INSIDE COVER

PRODUCT BENEFITS
HIGHEST WEARING COMFORT
PERFECT FITTING
EMPHASIZES THE FEMALE OPTIC

MATCHING SIZE.
The right push from cup sizes A to C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIGH Push-Up</th>
<th>MEDIUM Push-Up</th>
<th>LOW Push-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 A</td>
<td>65 B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 A</td>
<td>70 B</td>
<td>70 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PUSH TO FIT Core-Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIGH Push-Up</th>
<th>MEDIUM Push-Up</th>
<th>LOW Push-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75 A</td>
<td>75 B</td>
<td>75 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 A</td>
<td>80 B</td>
<td>80 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 A</td>
<td>85 B</td>
<td>85 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 A</td>
<td>85 B</td>
<td>85 C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 B</td>
<td>90 C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>optional size range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

optional size range | 95 C  |
German engineering spirit has taken the M-Tec® UN_WIRED Bra-Cup line further to sustainable female well-being.

There are 3 technologies to choose:

**M-Tec® UN_WIRED / COMPRESSION** - an enforcement from strong pressed foam as additional layer at the bottom of the Bra-Cup.

**M-Tec® UN_WIRED / TEXTILE ENFORCED** - a woven or non-woven strong enforcement to stabilize the bottom part of the cup. This technique is available in “normal” curvature or in the new version in NARROW CURVATURE (see cup on the left side).

**M-Tec® UN_WIRED / ERGONOMIC** - a polycarbonate shovel - available also in a soft version - forms the cup into the optimum ergonomic curvature.

**M-TEC®**

Instead of a traditional wire, a special structured PES textile enforcement is moulded between the foam.
M-Tec® REAL BREAST FEEL
HP60328-cSL (Strap)  HP59085-cSL (Plunge)  HP50232-cSL (Balconet)

A SUPERIOR FEEL FOR A REASONABLE PRICE.
To match the industry's demand for a high class Bra-Cup with a great “Real Breast Feel” at a reasonable price, MUEHLMEIER was looking for the right formula for a new M-Tec® Bra-Cup with “Breastlike Texture”. They found it in a special process, in which different layers of soft memory foam and new special soft foam are cleverly combined. The absolutely convincing result is a very smooth and soft cup in typical M-Tec® quality.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
MULTILAYER CUP
SOFT FOAM AND MEMORY FOAM

PRODUCT BENEFITS
BREAST IDENTICAL TOUCH AND FEEL
OPTIMAL ADAPTATION TO THE NATURAL BREAST SHAPE

A new dimension of ergonomics. Different layers are combined to a breastlike structure.
**M-Tec® FLEXIBLE PUSH-UP INTEGRATED**

**HP50231-m7T + Pushup**

**EACH PUSH-LAYER - ANOTHER SHOW OFF**

Women love to control things themselves and there is no exception for their breast-volume. For sure, that is only one secret regarding the huge success of separately added Push-Up inlays. The new M-Tec® FLEXIBLE PUSHUP Bra-Cup unites the freedom and flexibility of using different sizes of Push-Ups as well as the comfort and elegance of a classic Push-Up-Bra. Inside this M-Tec®-Cup you will find a second layer of fabric with an integrated pocket. Push-Up inlays in different sizes can be placed easily into this pocket. With the Push-Up hidden well in the pocket, the wearing comfort is as high as with bras having the paddings already moulded into the foam cup.

**PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS**

PLAIN ADDITIONAL FABRIC LAYER INSIDE THE CUP
PUSH-UP POCKET FOR A DEFINED HOLD
PROFESSIONAL PUSH-UP SOLUTION
BETTER OPTIC THAN SEWNS

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

SAME WEARING COMFORT AS CLASSIC PUSH-UPS
SAME FLEXIBILITY AS THE CUPS WITH SEWN ON PUSH-UP POCKET

**SHAPE YOUR MOOD.**

With the pushup integrated concept, active women can easily adjust their shape to their mood and situation.
THE BREATHABLE SANDWICH-LAYER OF SPACER FABRICS MADE OUT OF 100% PES.

M-Tec® SPACE-UP PUSH-UP

Here comes the next evolution of breathing and ultralight Bra-Cups. The M-Tec® SPACE-UP Bra-Cup adds a Push-Up to its thermoformed fabric layers, all made from 100% PES. The combination of 100% PES and 3D-fabrics delivers an unmatched light and fresh feeling on the skin, even at high temperatures. Therefore the M-Tec® SPACE-UP Bra-Cup is also perfect for swimwear, because the special Spacer-Quality guarantees fast drying and best stability in wet conditions.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- PUSH-UP-SOLUTION FOR SPACER
- VERY THIN EDGES
- VERY FUNCTIONAL PUSH-UP PADDING
- 100% PES BRA-CUP

SPACER-FABRICS.

Spacer fabrics consist of two outer textile surfaces which are connected by stiff spacer filaments, the connection layer. Because of this resulting 3D structure, spacer fabrics are also often called 3D-fabrics.

As a result of the special construction a permanent climate zone is arising between the connected outer surfaces. This climate zone has a positive temperature regulative function.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

- THE SWIMWEAR SPACER
- HIGH BREATHABILITY AND HEAT-REGULATION
- LIGHT AND NATURAL WEARING COMFORT
- STABLE SHAPING - EVEN PUSHING
- FAST DRYING